
Dear Neighbour, 

601 TRUTCH STREET PROPOSED REZONING 
This letter is to inform you that we are proposing a rezoning to allow for the creation of 
three additional rental units adjacent to the back lane of 601 Trutch: one through an 
extension to an existing restored garden shed and two in a proposed coach house adjacent 
to the lane.  The project will provide additional residential accommodation without impacting 
the expansive landscaped Trutch Street frontage of the double lot which anchors the vista at 
the end of Collinson. 

601 Trutch Street dates from 1861 and was designed by noted architect John Wright.  The 
original home was converted into 11 housekeeping rooms in the late 1940’s.  It has been in 
our care since 1982 when heritage designation was secured from the city for both house 
and grounds to ensure long-term protection of this historic community asset. The careful 
restoration of the exterior that we undertook based upon archival records won 601 Trutch 
Street a Hallmark Award in 1984. 

As noted, both the building and property are designated heritage by the City of Victoria.  We 
have maintained the imposing landmark structure and garden lovingly and at considerable 
cost for over 35 years and wish to ensure another 150 years or more for the home. 

601 Trutch Street now contains seven rental suites.  The three proposed new rental 
dwellings provide for a modest increase in density with little to no visual impact on the 
Trutch streetscape. Both buildings have been designed sensitively to reflect and 
complement the aesthetic of the original dwelling.  Rooted in the existing architecture of the 
601 Trutch Street home, the proposed design retains the character of the neighborhood and 
reinforces the vitality that makes Fairfield such a special place to live. 
 
The lot is currently zoned as R1-B (Single Family Dwelling District).  We are proposing a 
site-specific zone.  

The proposed design has been influenced by some of the early discussions we had with city 
staff.  We appreciate that Community input is a powerful tool in the design phase and we 
are excited to begin the more public discussion of this small project. 

We would appreciate your support for this project which permits the addition of three 
carefully designed one-bedroom rental suites with an anticipated positive impact on the 
neighborhood.  

Sincerely,  

 

Peter Walton, Owner  


